RewriteEngine on

# Redirect all traffic to https
#RewriteCond %{HTTP:X-Forwarded-Proto} !https
#RewriteRule . * https://%{HTTP_HOST}%{REQUEST_URI} [R,L]
RewriteRule ^/?widgets/(.*)$ /pattern-library/widgets/$1 [L, R=301]

# Redirect old urls to new site
Redirect 301 /patterns/aggregate-status-card http://www.patternfly.org/pattern-library/cards/aggregate-status-card
Redirect 301 /patterns/trend-card http://www.patternfly.org/pattern-library/cards/trend-card
Redirect 301 /patterns/line-chart http://www.patternfly.org/pattern-library/data-visualization/line-chart
Redirect 301 /patterns/about-modal http://www.patternfly.org/pattern-library/communication/about-modal
Redirect 301 /patterns/empty-state http://www.patternfly.org/pattern-library/communication/empty-state
Redirect 301 /patterns/inline-notifications http://www.patternfly.org/pattern-library/communication/inline-notifications
# Redirect blog posts to the new blog url
Redirect 301 /table-view-organize-your-data https://blog.patternfly.org/table-view-organize-your-data
Redirect 301 /vertical-navigation-finding-your-way https://blog.patternfly.org/vertical-navigation-finding-your-way
Redirect 301 /pop-over-notifications-toasters-where-good-communication-happens https://blog.patternfly.org/pop-over-notifications-toasters-where-good-communication-happens
# CORS fix for font files

```xml
<FilesMatch "\.\(ttf|otf|eot\)$">
    <IfModule mod_headers.c>
        Header set Access-Control-Allow-Origin "*"
    </IfModule>
</FilesMatch>
```

# Custom 404 page

```xml
ErrorDocument 404 /404.html
```